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IN THE COURT OF THE ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE 

::::UDALGURI 

 

Present : Smti. N. Talukdar, 

Addl. Sessions Judge, 

Udalguri. 

 

Sessions Case No. 82(U)/2015 

GR Case No. 64/11 

 

State of Assam 

-Vs- 

1. Arun Kr. Murmu  

2. Bikash Musahari 

3. Jatin Basumatary and  

4. Subash Kurmi………Accused persons. 

 

For the Prosecution  :  Mr. M. Khaklari, Addl. Public Prosecutor. 

For the Accused       :  Mr. Faruk Aziz, Learned Advocate. 

 

Date of Evidence    : 27-06-16: 24-08-16: 06-10-16: 20-01-17:  

                            29-04-17: 13-11-17: 29-05-18: 17-07-18:  

                            20-08-18: 14-11-18 

Date of Argument   : 04-01-19. 

Date of Judgment   : 06-02-19. 

 

J U D G M E N T 

 

1. The prosecution case in brief is that on 23-11-11, S.I. Debajit Das of Rowta 

P.S. was doing Naka Checking duty at National Highway No. 52 at 

Bhalukmari alongwith his staff. On that day at about 02.25 pm while they 

were checking a Safari vehicle bearing registration no. AS 12 E 0679, they 
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recovered one AK 56 rifle with bannet, a magazine with 20 rounds live 

ammunitions and another 80 rounds live ammunitions, which were found 

wrapped by carbon paper and tube of cycle, from under the second seat of 

the vehicle. The recovered arms and ammunitions were seized by the 

informant. On 13-03-11, S.I. Debajit Das lodged the FIR with the Officer-

in-Charge of Rowta P.S. 

 

2. On the basis of the FIR, Rowta P.S. Case No. 27/11 U/S 120(B)/121/122 

IPC, R/W Section 25(1)(A)/27 Arms Act was registered and after 

completion of investigation police had submitted charge sheet U/S 

120(B)/121/122 IPC, R/W Section 25(1)(A)/27 Arms Act against the 

accused persons. 

 

3. Learned Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate (S), Udalguri, after having 

complied with the provision U/S 207 CrPC found that the offences U/S 

120(B)/121/122 IPC, R/W Section 25(1-A)/27 Arms Act are exclusively 

triable by the Court of Sessions and accordingly, committed the case to the 

Court of Sessions on 13-07-15. Thereafter, the learned Sessions Judge vide 

Order dated 28-07-15, transferred the case to this court for disposal.  

 

4. In consideration of the submission of the learned counsel for both the 

parties and on evaluation of materials on record having found sufficient 

grounds for presuming that the accused persons had committed offence 

U/S 120(B)/121/122 IPC, R/W Section 25(1-A) Arms Act, my learned 

predecessor framed charge there under and the ingredients of charges U/S 

120(B)/121/122 IPC, R/W Section 25(1-A) Arms Act were read over and 

explained to the accused persons to which they pleaded not guilty and 

claimed to be tried. 

 

5. The prosecution in order to prove its case examined the following 11 

(eleven) witnesses.  

PW 1- KRISHNA SARMA. 
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PW2- NIZAM ALI KHANDAKAR. 

PW3- ABDUL JABBAR. 

PW4- SAHJAHAN ALI. 

PW5- DEBEN CH. GOHAIN. 

PW6- BHOLANATH DAIMARY. 

PW7- S.I. DEBAJIT DAS. 

PW8- NIKUNJA DEKA. 

PW9- BABUL RANGPI. 

PW10- SLATSTUS EKKA. 

PW11- RABINDRA NATH DAS. 

 

6. The prosecution had also examined two court witnesses. 

 

7. The statement of the accused had been recorded U/S 313 Cr.P.C. The 

defence case was of total denial and declined to adduce defence evidence. 

 

8. In the light of the above facts and circumstances, the points for 

determination in the instant case are set up as follows:-  

(I) Whether the accused persons agreed to do criminal 

conspiracy and thereby committed an offence punishable 

U/S 120(B) I.P.C.? 

(II) Whether the accused persons conspired to waged war 

against the Central Govt. of India and thereby committed an 

offence punishable U/S 121 I.P.C.? 

(III) Whether the accused persons collected arms with an 

intention to wage war against the Govt. of India and 

thereby committed an offence punishable U/S 122 I.P.C.? 

(IV) Whether the accused persons possessed AK 56 with 20 live 

rounds and other 80 live rounds cartridges in contravention 

of Section 7 of the Arms Act and thereby committed an 

offence punishable U/S 25(1-A) of the Arms Act? 
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DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASON FOR DECISION: 
 

9. I have heard arguments placed by learned counsel for both sides and 

carefully appraised the evidences on record in its proper perspective. 

 

10. Learned counsel has argued that accused persons are innocent and they 

are not involved in the allege incident. Accused Arun Murmu was driver of 

the said vehicle while accused Bikash Musahari was the handyman. 

Accused Jatin Basumatary and Subash Kurmi were the passengers of the 

vehicle. They have no knowledge as to who kept the arms and 

ammunitions in the said vehicle. He has also argued that the arms and 

ammunitions were not recovered by the police at the place where they 

were doing naka checking duty and searched the vehicle. It is clear from 

the evidence of seizure witnesses that the police brought the vehicle to 

Rowta P.S. and there they showed the arms and ammunitions to the 

seizure witnesses. There is no evidence adduced by the seizure witnesses 

that the seized arms and ammunitions were recovered from the said 

vehicle. As such there is doubt as to recovery of seized arms and 

ammunitions from the vehicle where in the accused persons were 

travelling. He has further argued that there is no evidence that the arms 

and ammunitions were recovered from the possession of the accused 

persons. Hence, prosecution has failed to prove the charges leveled 

against the accused persons. 

 

11. Before appreciating the argument put forward by learned Addl. P.P. for the 

State as well as the rival submission advanced by the learned defence 

counsel I would like to discuss the evidences adduced by the prosecution. 

 

12. PW1 is Krishna Das, VDP Secretary. In his evidence PW1 had deposed that 

in the year 2011, he was present at Rowta P.S. O/C, Rowta P.S. showed 

him a Safari vehicle in the campus of the police station. The O/C showed 

PW1 some fire arms and bullets and told him that those articles were 

recovered from the said vehicle and from the possession of the accused 
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persons who were traveling in the said vehicle. Police seized those articles. 

Ext.1 is the seizure list and Ext.1(1) is signature of PW1. In cross-

examination PW1 had stated that he could not remember the date of 

occurrence. The Police showed him the seized articles at the police station. 

Police took out the seized articles from inside the vehicle and showed them 

the same.  

 

13. PW2 is Nizam Ali Khandakar. In his evidence PW2 had deposed that the 

incident took place in the year 2011. In the year 2011, he was VDP 

secretary of village Rowta Bagan. On the date of occurrence, in connection 

with another case he visited the police station. Police brought a Safari 

vehicle to the police station at that time. Police recovered some arms and 

ammunitions from the said vehicle and seized the same in their presence. 

All the accused persons were present at the time of seizure. Ext.1 is the 

seizure list and Ext.1(2) is the signature of PW2. In cross-examination PW2 

had stated that he was present at the police station at the time of seizure. 

He did not see while the police took the seized arms and ammunitions from 

inside the vehicle.  

 

14. PW3 is Abdul Jabbar. In his evidence PW3 had deposed that the 

occurrence took place in the year 2011. During the material period he was 

VDP secretary of village Padma Pukhuri. On the date of occurrence, being 

a VDP secretary he came to the police station. He saw a huge gathering in 

the premises of the Rowta police station. In the field, in front of the Rowta 

police station, he saw a cruiser vehicle. He also saw arms nearby the 

vehicle within the campus of the police station. Police seized the said arms 

and ammunitions from the said vehicle. Ext.1 is the seizure list and 

Ext.1(3) is the signature of PW3. In cross-examination PW3 had stated that 

he put his signature as told by the police. He did not know where from 

police recovered the arms and ammunitions.  
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15.  PW4 is Sahajahan Ali. In his evidence PW4 had deposed that he knew the 

accused persons. The occurrence took place in the month of March, 2011. 

At that time he was posted as a SPO at Rowta PS. On that day ASI 

Khargeswar Deka alongwith other police personnel took him to Bhalukmari 

turning  for ‘Naka’ checking duty. While ‘Naka’ checking was going on a 

Safari vehicle having two banana saplings in front side appeared there and 

they have stopped it for checking. In that vehicle three women and four 

male persons were travelling. PW4 had deposed that on being checked 

they found one Ak 56, two magazine and 100 cartridges in the vehicle. 

They brought the vehicle alongwith the passengers to the police station. 

Police seized the said arms and ammunition at the police station. In cross-

examination PW4 had stated that Arms and ammunitions were found 

beneath the seat of the vehicle. 

 

16. PW5 is Deben Ch. Gohain, Armourer. In his evidence PW5 had deposed 

that on 13.5.11 while he was posted as armourer cum Hav. at 12th A.P. 

Bn., Jamugurihat, Sonitpur. On 10.5.11 a parcel was received by the office 

of the Commandant, Jamugurihat. The same was handed over to him on 

13.5.11. On opening the parcel he found one AK 56 rifle with fixed 

bayonet, 100 rounds of 7.62 x 39 mm live ammunitions and he was asked 

to examine the same. Accordingly he examined the same. On examination 

he found :- 

(1) MR No.17/2011 one number of  AK 56 rifle with fixed bayonet with one 

magazine factory made which is marked as Ext.A.  

Marks:- Reg. No.  (386) 563930657 

   Magazine No.10. 

(2) 100  rounds of 7.62 x 39 mm live ammunitions factory made which is 

marked as Ext.B. 

Opinion:-  

Ext.A and B are factory made firearms. 

Ext.A is found serviceable at the time of examination. 

Ext.B are live ammunitions at the time of examination.  
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Ext.A and B are dangerous to human being. 

Ext.2 is his report and Ext.2(1) is the signature of PW5.  

In cross-examination PW5 had denied the suggestion that the ammunitions 

were alive. 

 

17. PW6 is Bholanath Daimary, Havilder Special Branch. In his evidence PW6 

had deposed that at the time of incident he was posted at Rowta PS. On 

the day of incident he went with Debojit Das, the then 2nd Officer of Rowta 

PS to Bhalukmari turning for Naka checking duty. In the course of Naka 

checking they have found one Ak 56 and ammunition in a Safari vehicle. 

They recovered arms and ammunitions and handed over to police of Rowta 

PS. There were 7 persons in a Safari vehicle. Police arrested the persons 

from the vehicle. In cross-examination PW6 had stated that he had not 

seen the persons who were arrested from the Safari vehicle on that day. 

The articles were recovered from the vehicle, not from any persons. He did 

not know wherefrom and from whose possession the articles were found. 

 

18. PW 7 is informant S.I. Debajit Das. In his evidence PW7 had deposed that 

on 12-03-11, he was working as Attach Officer at Rowta P.S. On that day 

while he was doing naka checking duty alongwith his staff at National 

Highway No. 52 at Bhalukmari he recovered from a Safari vehicle one AK56 

rifle with banet, one Magazine with 20 rounds live cartridge and another 80 

rounds live ammunitions. The arms and ammunitions were found wrapped 

by carbon paper and keeping it hidden underneath of the second seat of 

the vehicle. In this connection PW7 apprehended the persons found in the 

vehicle and brought them to the police station. He seized the arms and 

ammunitions at the place of occurrence from the accused persons. PW7 

had deposed that there are 7 persons including the 4 accused persons 

present in the Court. Later on, he lodged the FIR. Ext.-3 is the FIR. Ext.-

3(1) is the signature of PW7. PW7 had deposed that he seized the arms 

and ammunitions, the vehicle used in the incident and the documents of 

vehicle through Ext.-1 seizure list. Ext.-1(4) is his signature. M.Ext.-1 is the 
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AK56 rifle no. 30657/563950657. M.Ext.-2 is one Magazine. M.Ext.-3 is the 

live ammunitions in a plastic jar and M.Ext.-4 is the carbon paper which 

was used for wrapping the arms and ammunitions. In cross-examination 

PW7 had stated that he could not recollect the number of vehicle in which 

the arms and ammunitions were found. There were total 7 persons in the 

vehicle including three women. The arms and ammunitions were seized 

from the seat of the vehicle. These were not recovered from any persons. 

PW7 had deposed that he seized the arms and ammunitions and in 

presence of independent witnesses and brought the accused persons to 

the P.S. The village Gaonbura and VDP secretary was called. PW7 had 

deposed that the seized vehicle was a passenger vehicle. He had denied 

the suggestion that the arms and ammunitions were not recovered from 

the possession of the accused persons. He took signature of seizure 

witnesses in the police station and that the witnesses had signed the 

seized articles in the P.S. only. 

 

19. PW8 is Nikunja Deka, Constable. In his evidence PW8 had deposed that on 

12/03/2011, he was posted at Rowta PS. On that day in the afternoon, he 

was doing Naka checking duty at Bhalukmari under SI Debojit Das. During 

checking of a Safari vehicle they found material contradiction in the 

versions of the passengers and then on suspicion they brought the vehicle 

to Rowta PS. There they checked the vehicle and found one ASK-56 rifle 

wrapped by carbon paper, one full magazine of 20 rounds and 80 rounds 

live ammunition wrapped by carbon paper. In cross-examination PW8 had 

stated that the vehicle was a passenger vehicle. There were other 

passengers including women in the vehicle. At the spot of doing the Naka 

checking duty they found the wrapped articles in the vehicle but in the PS 

they uncovered the packets and found the arms and ammunitions. He did 

not know who brought these arms and ammunitions. These arms and 

ammunitions were not recovered from possession of any of the passenger. 

The accused persons were in the vehicle. 
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20. PW9 is Babul Rangpi. In his evidence PW9 had deposed that on the date of 

occurrence, he was posted at Rowta PS. On that day at about 2.25 pm, he 

was doing Naka checking duty along with Nikunja Deka ,Silekted Deka and  

Mahendra Patgiri at Bhalukmari turning under SI Debojit Das. During 

checking of a small vehicle, they found material contradiction in the 

versions of the passengers and then on suspicion they brought the vehicle 

to Rowta PS. There they checked the vehicle and found one ASK-56 rifle 

wrapped by carbon paper, 2 magazines, one full magazine of 20 rounds 

and 80 rounds live ammunition wrapped by carbon paper. In cross-

examination PW9 had stated that the vehicle was a passenger vehicle. 

There were other passengers including women along with the accused 

persons in the vehicle. At the spot of doing the Naka checking duty they 

found the wrapped articles in the vehicle but in the PS they uncovered the 

packets and found the arms and ammunitions. PW9 had state that he did 

not know who brought these arms and ammunitions. The arms and 

ammunitions were not recovered from possession from any of the 

passengers.  

 

21. PW10 is Slatstus Ekka. In his evidence PW10 had deposed that he did not 

know the accused persons and the informant SI Debojit Das. He could not 

recollect about the incident. He had been suffering from illness and unable 

to remember what had happened in this case. In cross-examination PW10 

had stated that he did not know anything about the incident.  

 

22. PW11 is Inspector Rabindra Nath Das, Investigating Officer. In his 

evidence PW11 had deposed that on 13-03-2011, he was posted as O/c 

Rowta PS. On that day on receiving an FIR lodged by ASI Debajit Das, he 

registered Rowta PS Case No. 27/2011 U/S 120(B)/121/122 IPC R/W 

section 25(1-a) of Arms Act and started investigation of the case. During 

investigation he interrogated the accused persons namely, Arun Kr. 

Murmu( Driver of the vehicle), Bikash Mochahary( Handiman of the 
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vehicle), Jatin Basumatary, Amiron Basumatary, Smt. Rani Basumatary, 

Smt. Anita Basumatary and Subhash Kurmi who were produced before him 

by the informant, recorded the statement of the informant and other 

witnesses. He visited the place of occurrence along with the informant. The 

place of occurrence is in Bhalukmari 37 National Highway. He prepared the 

sketch map of the place of occurrence. He arrested the accused persons 

and next day produced them before the Court. The seized arms and 

ammunitions were sent for Forensic examination and later on he collected 

the report of Forensic examination.  He also obtained prosecution sanction 

from the District Magistrate for trial of offences U/S 25(1-a) of Arms Act. 

After conclusion of investigation he submitted charge-sheet against 

accused Arun Kr. Murmu, Bikash Mochahary, Jatin Basumatary, Amiron 

Basumatary, Smt. Rani Basumatary, Smt. Anita Basumatary and Subhash 

Kurmi. Ext- 4 is the charge-sheet and Ext-4(1) is the signature of PW11. In 

cross-examination PW11 had stated that the vehicle from where the arms 

and ammunitions were recovered was a passenger vehicle. At the time of 

checking he was not present at the place of occurrence. The arms and 

ammunitions along with the accused persons were produced before him in 

the Police station. 

 

23. On careful scrutiny of the evidences on record, it appears that on the date 

of occurrence while a naka checking duty was going on under PW7 S.I. 

Debajit Das, the police personnel of Rowta P.S. searched a Safari vehicle 

where in they found the seized arms and ammunitions from underneath of 

the second seat of the vehicle. PW4, PW6, PW8, PW9 and PW10 were 

alongwith PW7 at the time of doing the naka checking duty. While PW10 

had deposed that he could not recollect about the incident as he had been 

suffering from illness. PW4, PW6, PW8 and PW9 had adduced evidence 

corroborating the testimony of PW7. PW1, PW2 and PW3 are the seizure 

witnesses who had deposed in their evidence that on the date of 

occurrence while they were present in the Rowta P.S., the police had 

shown the arms and ammunitions to them and seized the same. PW1 was 
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informed by the police that the said arms and ammunitions were recovered 

from a Safari vehicle where in the accused persons were travelling. The 

other two witnesses’ knowledge is limited to the extent that those arms 

and ammunitions were recovered from the Safari vehicle and the accused 

persons were present there. According to PW1, PW2 and PW3 the 

independent seizure witnesses. The seizure was made by the police in the 

Rowta P.S. Though PW7 had deposed that he seized the arms and 

ammunitions in the place of occurrence but PW8 contradicted his evidence 

and deposed that during naka checking while they found material 

contradiction in the versions of the passenger of the Safari vehicle. They 

brought the vehicle to Rowta P.S. and on checking they recovered the 

arms and ammunitions wrapped by carbon paper in the said vehicle. What 

has been transpired from the testimony of prosecution witnesses that the 

Safari vehicle from where the arms and ammunitions were recovered was 

a passenger vehicle. PW4, PW7, PW8 and PW9 had clearly revealed in their 

cross-examination that the vehicle from where the arms and ammunitions 

were recovered was a passenger vehicle. It is also been cleared from the 

evidence of PW7 that the arms and ammunitions were recovered from 

underneath of the seat of the said vehicle. It is also found from the 

evidence of PW7 that there were total seven persons in the vehicle 

including three other women. PW9 had also made it clear that there were 

other passengers including women besides the accused persons in the 

vehicle. 

 

24. It appears from the charge sheet that though there were seven accused 

persons against whom charge sheet has been filed but the other three 

women accused persons were declared absconder by the committal Court 

and the case is filed against them. 

 

25. On cumulative assessment of the evidences on record it is appeared that 

though arms and ammunitions were recovered from the Safari vehicle 

where in the accused persons were travelling but those arms and 
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ammunitions were not recovered directly from the physical possession of 

anyone of the accused persons. There is also no evidence that all the 

seven passengers travelling in the vehicle were members of a same group. 

  

26. The Hon’ble Supreme Court in the decision reported in Gunwantlal Vs. The 

State of Madhya Pradesh, (1972) 2 SCC 194, while discussing about the 

meaning of possession in the context of Section 25(1-a) of Arms Act stated 

that ” the first precondition for an offence under Section 25(1)(a) is the 

element of intention, consciousness or knowledge with which a person 

possessed the firearm before it can be said to constitute an offence and 

secondly that possession need not be physical possession but can be 

constructive, having power and control over the gun, while the person to 

whom physical possession is given holds it subject to that power and 

control. In any disputed question of possession, specific facts admitted or 

proved will alone establish the existence of the de-facto relation of control 

or the dominion of the person over it necessary to determine whether that 

person was or was not in possession of the thing in question”. 

 

27. In the instant case though the arms and ammunitions were recovered from 

the vehicle where in the accused persons were travelling but there is no 

evidence that they were actually in physical possession of the accused 

persons. However, possession can be either physical or constructive having 

power and control over the seized arms and ammunitions. Now the 

question is whether the recovery of arms and ammunitions from the 

vehicle wherein the accused persons were travelling is sufficient to 

establish the constructive possession of the arms and ammunitions by the 

accused persons. It is found that there is no evidence that all the seven 

persons in the vehicle are parties to any criminal conspiracy to commit an 

offence or that they are member of same group. Under such circumstances 

recovery of arms and ammunitions from the vehicle wherein the accused 

persons were travelling is not alone sufficient to establish the existence of 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/110585/
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de-facto relation of control or dominion of the accused persons over the 

seized arms and ammunitions. 

 

28. Thus, it appears that prosecution has failed to prove beyond all reasonable 

doubt that the seized arms and ammunitions were recovered from the 

possession of the accused persons or that the accused persons were 

carrying the seized arms and ammunitions alongwith them in the Safari 

vehicle. There is also no evidence that the accused persons are parties to a 

criminal conspiracy to do an illegal act. 

 

29. In view of above discussion it appears that the prosecution has failed to 

establish the charge under Section 120(B)/121/122 IPC, R/W Section 25(1-

A) Arms Act against the accused persons beyond all reasonable doubt. The 

accused persons are entitled to benefit of doubt. 

 

30. Situated thus the points for determination are decided in the negative and 

against the prosecution. 

 

ORDER 

 

31. In the result, the accused persons Arun Kr. Murmu, Bikash Musahari, Jatin 

Basumatary and Subash Kurmi are found not guilty under Section 

120(B)/121/122 IPC, R/W Section 25(1-A) Arms Act and acquitted of 

charges under Section 120(B)/121/122 IPC, R/W Section 25(1-A) Arms Act 

and set with liberty forthwith. 

 

32. Bail bond executed by the accused persons and their sureties shall remain 

in force for another six months under the purview of provision under 

section 437-A Cr.P.C. 
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33. Send down the original case record of GR Case No. 64/11 to the learned 

Chief Judicial Magistrate, Udalguri, alongwith a copy of the Judgment, 

forthwith. 

 

34. Judgment signed, delivered and pronounced in the open court today the 

06th day of February, 2019. 

 

Dictated and Corrected 

 

 

(N.Talukdar)     (N.Talukdar) 

Addl. Sessions Judge   Addl. Sessions Judge 

Udalguri      Udalguri 
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IN THE COURT OF ADDL. SESSIONS JUDGE:::::::::::::::::::::::UDALGURI. 

SESSIONS CASE NO. 82(U)/2015 

APPENDIX 

 

(A) Prosecution Exhibits: 

Ext.1  : Seizure list. 

Ext.2  : Report of PW5(Armourer). 

Ext.3  : FIR. 

Ext.4  : Charge-sheet. 

 

(B) Materials Exhibits : 

M.Ext.-1 : AK56 rifle no. 30657/563950657 

M.Ext.-2 : One Magazine. 

M.Ext.-3 : Live ammunitions in a plastic jar. 

M.Ext.-4  : Carbon paper. 

 

 

(C) Defence Exhibits : Nil. 

 

(D) Exhibits produced 

 by witnesses  : Nil. 

 

(E) Court Exhibits  : Nil 

 

 

(F) Prosecution witnesses: 

PW 1- KRISHNA SARMA. 

PW2- NIZAM ALI KHANDAKAR. 

PW3- ABDUL JABBAR. 

PW4- SAHJAHAN ALI. 

PW5- DEBEN CH. GOHAIN. 
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PW6- BHOLANATH DAIMARY. 

PW7- S.I. DEBAJIT DAS. 

PW8- NIKUNJA DEKA. 

PW9- BABUL RANGPI. 

PW10- SLATSTUS EKKA. 

PW11- RABINDRA NATH DAS. 

 

(G) Defence witnesses : Nil. 

 

(H) Court witnesses : Nil. 

 

 

 

(N.Talukdar) 

Addl. Sessions Judge. 

Udalguri 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


